unexpected result is the abundance of planets very close to their host stars -about 40% of the known extrasolar planets are interior to Mercury's orbital distance of 0.4 Astronomical Units (AU; 1 AU is the Sun-Earth distance), although observational biases favor the detection of hot Jupiters (3) . The occurence of close-in giant planets is surprising because models predict that giant planets form much more easily in the cold outer regions of protoplanetary disks (4, 5) .
These planetary systems have been attributed to inward migration of a giant planet on 10 5 year timescales caused by an imbalance of torques generated by the gaseous protoplanetary disk (6, 7, 8, 9) . In the process, the giant planet moves through the terrestrial planet zone (located from a few tenths of an AU to about 2-3 AU). Radioactive dating of Solar System material (10) and observations of dust dispersal in disks around young stars (11) indicate that rapid precipitation and coagulation of solid material in the inner regions of circumstellar disks is likely, leading to the question of the fate of these protoplanets during and after giant planet migration. Previous studies on the possibility of Earth-like planets co-existing with close-in giant planets are divided (12, 13, 14, 15, 16 ).
Here we simulate the growth and dynamical evolution of protoplanetary material from small bodies to terrestrial planets during and after the migration of a giant planet through the terrestrial zone (see supporting online material for details). Simulations start from a circumstellar disk in the middle stages of planet formation, extending from 0.25 to 10 AU. The disk contains 17 Earth masses ( M ⊕ ) of rocky/icy material, evenly divided between 80 Moon-to Mars-sized "planetary embryos" (17) and 1200 "planetesimals" with properties modified so that each body behaves as collection of less massive objects (18). The disk has a compositional gradient: the inner disk is iron-rich and water-poor while the outer disk is water-rich and iron-poor (as in (19) but with 50% water by mass beyond 5 AU.). A Jupiter-mass giant planet starts at 5 AU and is migrated in to 0.25 AU in 10 5 years (8) . The orbits of all bodies in each simulation are integrated for 200 million years with the hybrid symplectic integrator Mercury (20), modified to include two additional effects: 1) "type 2" giant planet migration (13, 6) and 2) aerodynamic gas drag (18) from a gaseous disk which dissipates on a 10 7 year timescale (21).
At early times (Fig. 1 ) the giant planet migrates inward through the disk, causing nearby material to either be scattered outward onto high-eccentricity orbits (13) and masses fall between the two extremes as planets form in a few times 10 7 years, similar to the Earth's formation timescale (10) . In addition, the average planet mass in the terrestrial zone is comparable to the Earth's mass, and orbital eccentricities are moderate (Table 1) .
Both the Hot Earths and outer Earth-like planets have very high water contents (up to >100
times that of Earth (27)) and low iron contents compared with our own terrestrial planets (Table   1 ). There exist two sources for these trends in composition: 1) strong radial mixing induced by the migrating giant planet, and 2) an influx of icy planetesimals from beyond 5 AU from gas drag-driven orbital decay that is unimpeded by the scattering that Jupiter performs in our own system. The outer terrestrial planets acquire water from both of these processes, but the close-in giant planet prevents in-spiraling icy planetesimals from reaching the Hot Earths. The accretion of outer, water-rich material dilutes the high iron content of inner disk material, so water-rich bodies naturally tend to be iron-poor in terms of mass fraction. The high water contents of these planets suggest that their surfaces would be most likely covered by global oceans several km deep. Additionally, their low iron contents may have consequences for the evolution of atmospheric composition (29) .
The spacing of planets (Fig. 2) is highly variable -in some cases planets form relatively close to the inner giant planet. The ratio of orbital periods of the innermost >0.3 M ⊕ terrestrial planet to the close-in giant ranges from 3.3 to 43, with a mean[median] of 12 [9] . We can therefore define a rough limit on the orbital distance of an inner giant planet that allows terrestrial planets to form in the Habitable Zone. For a terrestrial planet inside the outer edge of the Habitable Zone at 1.5 AU the giant planet's orbit must be inside roughly 0.5 AU (the most optimistic case puts the giant planet at 0.68 AU). We apply this inner giant planet limit to the known sample of extra-solar giant planets (including planets discovered by the radial velocity, transit and microlensing techniques (1, 2)) in combination with a previous study of outer giant planets (30) . We find that 54 out of 158 (34%) giant planetary systems in our sample permit an Earth-like planet of at least 0.3 M ⊕ to form in the Habitable Zone (Fig. 3) . The fraction of known systems that could be life-bearing may therefore be significantly higher than previous estimates (30) .
The occurrence of Hot Jupiters appears to be a strong function of stellar metallicity (31) . In addition, the solid component of protoplanetary disks is assumed to be proportional to metallicity. Therefore, systems such as the ones studied here may have very massive solid disks and could have systematically larger planet masses. If, for example, such disks are more likely to form ∼ 10 M ⊕ "Hot Neptunes" (e.g., 55 Cnc e (32)) than ∼ 4 M ⊕ Hot Earths, then our disk is too small by a factor of a few. Assuming planet mass scales with disk mass, the typical mass of a habitable planet in such systems may be several Earth masses. In addition, our calculations were for a realistic but fixed giant planet mass and migration rate. 27. The Earth's total water content is between roughly 2 and 10 "oceans" (see (34) ), where 1 ocean is the amount of water on our planet's surface (1.5×10 24 grams); Earth is about 0.1%
water by mass. Note also that although we did not account for water loss during impacts, water contents of these simulated planets are more than an order of magnitude higher than in previous simulations (19). So although the water contents listed in Table 1 Table S1 for details of simulation outcomes. Note that some giant planets underwent additional inward migration after the end of the forced migration, caused by an articial drag force. This caused many Hot Earths to be numerically ejected, but had little effect outside the inner giant planet. See supporting online material for details. Figure 3 Giant planet orbital parameter space that allows terrestrial planets to form in the Habitable Zone. The solid line indicates the limit for outer giant planets from (30) . The dashed line is an approximate limit (0.5 AU with eccentricity less than 0.1 -the maximum eccentricity achieved in most simulations -for a solar-mass star) inside which low-eccentricity giant planets allow for the formation of habitable planets, derived from our results and (15). The Habitable Zone is shaded in green, and was calculated by assuming the temperature to scale with the stellar flux (i.e., the square root of the stellar luminosity), using a stellar mass-luminosity relation fit to data of (36) . Open circles represent known giant planets that are unlikely to allow habitable terrestrial planets in the Habitable Zone. Filled circles represent known planets with low enough orbital eccentricities to satisfy our criteria for habitable planet formation, deemed to be potentially life-bearing. We include results from four simulations, described in detail in the supporting online material.
2 Solar System physical properties from (37) and orbital properties from (35) .
3 Every simulation with gas drag formed 1-3 Hot Earths during giant planet migration. However, in many cases an artificial drag force caused continued inward migration of the giant planet. In these cases, the integrator usually introduced an error causing the eventual ejection of Hot Earths when they entered ∼0.05 AU. We therefore consider 0.5 a lower bound on the frequency of Hot Earths in these systems. See also (16). 4 Solar System iron mass fraction are calculated without Mercury, because of its anomalously high iron content.
